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The Event:  

NIGHT CRICKET OURNAMENT  

Specific objective:   
To promote Sports and   Sportsman Spirit among the villages youth   

The event: Event: The Night Cricket Tournament was organized in the village of Nana Lakhiya of 
Lalpur Taluka in Jamnagar district after proper planning. Such event helps in building Sportsman 
spirit and other human values among the youth in a very innovative manner with boosting their 
interest and motivating them.  Youth and Communities from different villages took part in the 
event. 32 teams of 16 villages nearby Nana Lakhiya tried their level best to achieve the victory 
in the presents of hundreds of audience out of the local and other village communities.  

Winning captain and the whole team was given trophies under the tournament. There were 
special awards fro Man of the Match, Man of the Series, Best Bowler, Best Batsman, and Best 
Fielder. Etc 

The participation: We had a wonderful participation from nearby 16 villages. 32 
teams from nearby villages participated in the tournament the community and 
village leaders and Sarpanch motivated the participants by attending the 
tournament for all days.  

Schedule: The Night Cricket Tournament was scheduled between 20 to 30 December for 10 
days at 8.30 pm. The inaugural and closing functions were attended by local political leaders 
along with the district authorities and local Sarpanch and panchayat members. 

Trophy distribution: 

The Winning Team and Its players were awarded winning trophy while the Runner Up were 
given the Runners up trophy and winning team players were individually awarded mementos. 

All appreciated the players and the leaders and participants appreciated the role of CAIRN India 
in making the tournament a reality with such a quality Playground, Pitch and Trophies. 

  



Making the Ground: 

The village leaders were really enthusiastic in providing a quality ground for the 
tournament. Accordingly special pitch was prepared and whole ground was 
surfaced and made attractive and risk free for the players and viewers. 

  CAIRN India supported the initiative under the MLI activities in partnership with 
CEDRA NGO.   
 

CEDRA, as an implementing partner helped in organizing the event and also made 
sure that we get proper acknowledgement. 


